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The Art & Science of Facial
Imaging For Market Research


Facial Imaging is one of the most technologically
innovative methods available to MR researchers. Yet
designing and interpreting facial imaging studies still
requires creative insight and understanding of business
objectives. It’s a method where the art and science of
MR truly meet – opening up exciting possibilities.



This PdF, part two of a two part introduction, shows its
use with multiple stimuli and outlines six advanced
applications for facial imaging. It argues that the real
power of the technology will be found when it is used for
more than simple testing purposes.



Part one, in a separate PdF, provides a brief overview of
the technology behind facial imaging research and
shows what kinds of outputs and interpretation are
possible for basic “single stimuli” testing applications.

For more information on this presentation, or to obtain part one,
contact: info@gordon-mccallum.com
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(B) Comparing multiple stimuli

The full power of facial imaging comes when you
allow respondents to look at a range of marketing
stimuli (n.b. see part one of this introduction for the
basics of reading outputs etc.)
This allows a precision of comparison that is not
generally provided by monadic testing or comparison
on the basis of broad normative scores
Response levels are not impacted by
culture/ethnicity as is the case with standard
response to survey questions
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In standard surveys, if you show people several videos
you often create recall, boredom or confusion issues,
plus rationalisation favouring the preferred brand.
Facial imaging measures response directly, with no
recall required, and before conscious thought is
applied. It’s more like watching a normal ad break than
doing a survey. Since each ad is measured as viewing
happens, confusion is not a factor.
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Direct second-by-second
measures let brand managers
compare how different styles
build involvement, what
category messages work best,
and give clues about the impact
of branding elements.



Allows direct comparisons with
current competition or
alternatives by the same
consumer, without them actively
thinking about it – more like real
life brand comparisons, in other
words!



Ideal for comparison of very
similar material as direct
measures reveal impact of
minor variations
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Emotion Lift ™
3 Shampoo Brands



Overall measures of emotional response
are created.



Gordon & McCallum designed the
‘Emotion Lift’ index for the nViso system
to summarize the total (‘all emotions’)
level of reaction.



Similar measures include ‘engagement’,
negative/positive valence etc.



While summary measures are useful to
provide broad comparisons, it is vital to
look at specific emotions (see next two
charts)
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SUNSILK: NEGATIVE RESPONSE
15%

PANTENE: POSITIVE RESPONSE

Sunsilk - Overall Emotions Evoked
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Apprehension/Fear
isn’t all bad in a
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11%
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But see next slide …
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0.35

Here an expert is discussing problems:
apprehension is expected

0.3

But here the ad is showing the
brand and shots of the lovely
hair and delight it produces!!
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’Sunsilk’s negatives grew as the main message and key branding moments
were revealed. By contrast our analysis of Pantene showed apprehension
focused (appropriately) on discussion of hair problems
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Automated analysis, gives
rapid comparison of one
stimuli against others,
allowing us to quickly identify
what aspects of one video
worked better, or worse than
others.



This example shows relative
build of “Anger” in a Dove
shampoo ad from China,
compared to a Clairol ad
viewed by the same
respondents
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Gordon & McCallum have created
analysis frameworks combining
consumers’ rational ratings of
marketing material with actual
emotive reaction. This realistically
defines ‘best’ practice'



Each dot in the chart represents
a brand. It illustrates how three
fairly similar shampoo TVC’s
evoke quite different kinds of
response



Such analysis allows clients to
compare marketing material
directly to competitors, and other
categories, and see why
variations like this occur

Shampoo A

Shampoo C
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Six ideas for taking FI beyond just ad testing

Most discussion of Facial Imaging, and indeed most ‘neuroscience’ methods,
focusses on straightforward ‘testing’ appplications. It’s true that facial imaging
does this well and adds a lot to conventional testing regimes.
At Gordon & McCallum, though, we see one-off ‘ad-testing’ type applications as
being less valuable than other possibilities that could help marketers be much
more proactive.
Here are six other ways the capabilities of facial imaging can improve your R.O.I
on research, often faster and more accurately than traditional approaches.
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Emotion Pull
Cutting edge brand
presentation:
moitvation & branding
need work

Tired Brands
Emotionally weak
marketing, poorly
aligned to motivations



Vast amounts of marketing material
already exist for most categories.
Researchers already use these as stimuli
in Focus Groups, Bricolage, Semiotic
studies etc. to elicit reaction to brands,
understand decision paths, or evaluate
category messages.



Facial imaging lets gets direct reaction to
much more material, more accurately. It’s
an ideal format for getting realistic insights
on how competing category messages
work emotionally, which ideas seem tired,
or how consumers really react to your
competitors’ new positioning.



Such results can be used, in conjunction
with other research, to refine positioning or
develop unique approaches to
communicating product benefits

Engaged Brands
(Best Practice)
Emotion, Message &
Motivations Aligned

Brand Push
High Equity, Marginal
Emotional
Engagement.
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Brand owners often have a good
understanding of consumers’ basic needs.
Yet strategies to develop emotionally
relevant executions that genuinely connect
to those motivations are often haphazard.



Our research has shown that the “obvious”
imagery used to convey motivations and
brand image is often counter-productive.



Well designed facial imaging studies can
help identify whether current messages
really connect and inspire new styles of
communication and ways to connect.
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What’s the
impact of
changing a
logo?
Which
superstar
evokes the
most emotion?

What colours will
stand out instore? Which
ones evoke Joy?
Or Surprise?



Interested in finding out the effect of
new colours? ….The impact of a new

brand name? ... How a celebrity
engages emotionally in your new ad?


Facial Imaging is an ideal platform for
marketing experimentation because it
can measure the impact of small design
or branding variations directly, without
the respondent needing to be
consciously aware of changes.



It’s even possible to devise studies to
help understand the impact of brand
equity and alternative brand
positioning.
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Creating new campaigns, or repositioning a brand, costs money.
Yet leaving a ‘tired’ idea or branding
in-market is risky



Subconsious decline in emotional
response to brand symbols,
messages, and advertising is likley
to precede changes in self-reported
attitudes.



It is possible to integrate facial
imaging into tracking and especially
designed experimental studies to
provide early warning signs of
waning effectiveness.
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Facial Imaging can be incorporated into a
variety of studies to provide an on-going
measure of underlying response to a
brand’s marketing efforts.
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Lots of variations. Which connect emotionally?
With whom? Is any a disaster? Results needed fast.



Spoilt for Choice? Maybe you’re an airline or
tourism operator with a host of destination
videos, all slightly different. Moreover they are
all in different languages with variants for
several markets. You lack time and budget to
do standard testing.



We’ve shown respondents up to 13 videos in a
single test. This works with concepts and other
similar materials.



Cross-cultural comparisons are straightforward
as translation and question wording is not an
issue.



Clearly, specific screening study designs apply,
but you can get discriminating results faster.
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Vs.

Minimal equipment or setup
requirements, plus low
demands on the respondents
makes facial imaging easier to
scale in emerging markets



The growth is in emerging markets.
Consumers in such markets are becoming
increasingly sophisiticated, so it makes
sense to look to more accurate methods to
measure their response.



But using such methods in large, populous
and challenging markets is not easy. Most
‘lab-based’ methods are just too complex,
slow and expensive. Imagine carrying out an
EEG study across India’s major cities!



In general facial imaging can be done
anywhere you can get an internet
connection. CLT/Mall venues, or remotely
via online panels.



This makes it easier to get affordable
samples of “typical” consumers in places
like Lucknow, Lagos – or even Little Rock!
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It’s a Platform not
a “Research
Product”

Measurement is
Direct

Integrates with
other MR

•Facial Imaging is a versatile tool to measure reaction
to stimuli. No special questions, with minimal sample
design or analysis limitations

•Response is measured directly and instantly. No
information is lost or rationalised.

•Add in any questions you need. Cross-analyse
emotion results with usage or motivational questions.
Run a parallel qualitative study. Facial Imaging results
complement and help explain other data.

Bottom Line: Cost-effective, flexible and more accurate method of assessing emotion. Imposes
relatively few design or analysis limitations.
The Art & Science of Facial Imaging in MR
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A potentially disruptive technology
with many applications. Provides
leading edge ‘expertise’ on consumer
emotion response cost-effectively.
Potential to help transform
perceptions of MR
Scalable & simple yet granular: Build
major new data-bases fast. Help
marketers how to communicate
better, and provide better ways of
predicting future success
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Facial Imaging is not the answer for all
research objectives!
 As a stand-alone solution (without
survey questions) it works well for quick
screening and simple testing purposes.
 But more power is obtained when
integrated into a carefully designed
 We typically advise combining Facial
study and used in conjunction with
Imaging information with other
other techniques.
data/studies, providing results that can
be cross-referenced and compared.




Combining sceince based emotional response measures
with feedback on beliefs and motivation adds extra value

The explanatory power of such
combined analysis is exponentionaly
greater than that obtained from
conventional research alone.
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Can you measure other kinds of feelings/emotions? There are limitations, but
experienced emotion researchers can extrapolate a range of other reactions (e.g.
“Despair” or “Delight”) by looking at combinations of the the primary emotions.
What kind of stimuli? Videos are easiest, but we’ve worked with Concepts,
Images and Voice. Work in this area has also been done on fragrances. Special
designs are needed for Concept, Labels etc.
Do beards, glasses etc. matter? No. The face and eyes need to be visible and you
have to sit in front of the camera. Smoking, eating, talking or wearing sunglasses
is out however.
Age Range? It is possible to work with children as young as five. No upper limit
has been identified (wrinkles don’t matter!).
Can it be embedded in websites, used in-store, on billboards, integrated with eyetracking, or with pre-recorded films etc. There are a range of more advanced
applications being experimented with. If you’d like to discuss your objectives, give
us a call.
Other Questions? Contact info@gordon-mccallum.com
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At the fundamental level, any competent qualified market researcher (with some IT
support) can work with a technology company like nViso to setup a study and
interpret results. We can facilitate that if that is what you require



In addition Gordon & McCallum can:
 Provide interpretation & consulting support to guide you through your first few
studies
 Provide staff training and on-going back-up to help build up your in-house
capabilities
 Support more complex studies to combine facial imaging results with survey
data and parallel studies (Qualitiative, eye-tracking etc.)
 Help create and implement advanced research designs incorporating facial
imaging
 Help MR agencies develop and deliver new research solutions using Facial
Imaging as a platform
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Find out more about
Facial Imaging and
Gordon & McCallum:

Contact:
info@gordon-mccallum.com
for a no obligation discussion.



Gordon & McCallum partners have worked on in-depth analysis of
facial imaging data for several years and have spoken or published
widely on emotion research. We know as much as anyone about
the implementation of this technology in Market Research.



We are a research consultancy, set up explicitly to help our clients
utilise research more effectively. We are not a MR agency, and are
happy to collaborate with MR companies, advertising agencies,
and research users to create superior research solutions.



We provide independent, expert advice in emotion and consumerdecision making research.



We work on individual projects, or provide expert support for
clients wishing to develop their own Facial Imaging based research
services.



We can advise whether facial imaging research is apporpriate and
offer alternative solutions if necessary.



We can help design a study utllising facial imaging for a range of
purposes and assist with analysis and interpretation.
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A recent Pan-Asian study: AsiaEmotion (website: AsiaEmotion.com), carried
out by Gordon & McCallum in conjunction with Cimigo and nViso, looked at
75 ads from “everyday” categories across 5 major Asian markets. Example
case studies showing outputs and interpretation can be found here:



On the same website we provide an example of the kind of lessons that for
advertising that can be drawn from such cross-category/market studies:
9 Essentials For Advertising In Asia



On Gordon & McCallum’s Research.Opinionated.Insightful site we
reproduce the above case studies, and also:
1.

2.

In the “Landscape of Emotions” we discuss why “average” measures of
communications effectiveness disguise too much of value, and how facial
imaging helps paint a more creatively useful picture.
In Men & Women Watching Ads – Different Markets or Different Species? we
examine the huge variation in response between males and females revealed
by facial imaging research.
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